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TEXT: Mark 6:7 "And he called to him the twelve and began to send
them out two by two."

One of the notable things about Jesus' preaching was the way he so
often pointed to the world around him when he wanted to make a point.
Instead of long, drawn-out excursions into abstract theology, he spoke about
birds in the air and lilies in the field. He talked about farmers sowing
grain. He told stories of fig trees and their fruit, and weeds growing in a
wheatfield. And the people who heard him understood what he was saying
because he talked about the things they knew. This morning, then, I, too,
would like to begin with a model from nature, though it may not be familiar
to some of you.

Some years ago, when my family and I lived in Connecticut, we had
the misfortune to be exposed to one of God's least lovable creatures. I
suppose God must have had a reason for making them, but, in all honesty,
I can't imagine what it is. I am talking about the gypsy moth, and, if you
have never seen one, consider yourself fortunate indeed.

In late spring and early summer, these greedy little monsters hatch
out as tiny little caterpillers with but two basic instincts: to climb and to eat.
They seek out the leaves of certain trees -though they like pine needles, too-
and they eat, and they eat, and they eat. In fact, they are such voracious
eaters that they can strip a tree completely bare in just a few days. And
anyone who has traveled in New England during their infestations has no
doubt seen, as I have, literally hundreds and hundreds of acres of forest
totally denuded of leaves. That, of course, is why these creatures are such a
nuisance and, sometimes, a downright menace.

In fact, their eating habits cause so much havoc that we sometimes
forget that eating is not their major purpose. They eat in order to grow, to
change from little caterpillars into big caterpillars and, eventually, into
moths. Moths that will reproduce "each after its own kind", as the Bible
puts it. Their ingestive stage is not an end in itself. It merely supports
them till they reach the reproductive stage.

"All right," you may say, "but what does that have to do with us or
with this morning's scripture?" Just this. Spiritually at least, we,too, have
a two-fold life cycle. Like the gypsy moth, we, too, have an ingestive stage
and a reproductive one. And our real purpose lies in the latter. We see that






